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Abstract
Stream bacterial communities are shaped by a combination of local and regional processes, such as environmental filtering,
biotic interactions and dispersal, but biotic interactions have received comparatively less attention. Here, we investigated
stream bacterial alpha and beta diversity within taxonomic and phylogenetic contexts around Qiandao Lake in China. We
further examined abiotic and biotic factors on bacterial communities by explicitly considering biotic variables including
macroinvertebrate species richness, total cover of periphyton and submerged macrophytes. For alpha and beta diversity, there
were consistently high correlations between taxonomic and observed phylogenetic metrics. Taxonomic and phylogenetic
diversity could be explained by abiotic and biotic variables, though the former showed a stronger influence. Using a null
model to break down the association between species phylogeny and co-occurrence, we found non-significant correlations
for alpha and beta diversity between taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity, that is, the standardized effect size of phylogenetic diversity (ses.PD) or Unifrac dissimilarity (ses.Unifrac). Variations in taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity at both
alpha and beta levels were mainly explained by pure effect of abiotic variables. Biotic variables, such as macroinvertebrate
species richness and total cover of periphyton, significantly explained the variations in ses.PD and ses.Unifrac by 19.4% and
18.9%, respectively. Our findings provide an evidence that biotic variables play a non-negligible role in structuring bacterial communities and help to better understand the potential role of biological interactions across trophic levels in streams.
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A central question in biogeographical and ecological
research is the relationship between local environmental factors and community distributions (Alfonso and Miguel 2008;
Hill et al. 2001). Compared to studies on macroorganisms
such as plants and birds, microorganisms such as bacteria
have been increasingly studied only in the past decade (Hill
et al. 2001; Lindström and Langenheder 2012). For stream
systems, most studies on microorganisms have historically
investigated microscopic algae and how local factors, such
as pH and coarse particulate organic matter (CPOM), affect
community structure across various spatial scales (Heino
et al. 2010; Verleyen et al. 2009). However, studies on the
patterns of and processes structuring stream bacterial communities have been increasing in recent years (Fegel et al.
2016; Hotaling et al. 2017, 2019).
Bacterial community composition in streams is contained
by both local environmental variables and spatial factors.
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For example, pH, dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen can
predict much of the variation among bacterial communities
in streams (Fierer et al. 2007) while leaving large part of the
variation unexplained (Lindström and Langenheder 2012;
Martiny et al. 2006). Such unexplained variation may indicate that there are unmeasured yet important environmental
variables. Less well documented in the study of stream bacteria communities is the importance of biotic variables that
connect species to each other at an array of spatial scales
such as predation, mutualism, competition, and host-parasite
interactions (Amin et al. 2012). Studies revealing have demonstrated biotic variables to be more important than abiotic
variables for explaining biodiversity in streams and in soil
ecosystems (Carlson et al. 2010; Johnson and Daniel 2010;
Vandegehuchte et al. 2010). Therefore, biotic variables
should not be ignored, since they can indicate additional
local control and improve the performance of predictive bacterial community assembly models.
Since the development of community phylogeny over a
decade ago, the phylogenetic community structure of macroorganisms and microbes has been widely examined (Jones
and Hallin 2010; Roeder et al. 2015; Webb et al. 2002).
Phylogenetic measures can reveal differences in alpha or
beta diversity between two communities and have proven
valuable in studies of macroorganisms, lending insight into
the relative importance of evolutionary and ecological forces
in shaping communities (Cavender-Bares and Wilczek 2003;
Webb et al. 2002). Furthermore, null model analysis is an
important research tool in community ecology, which moves
beyond conventional statistical analyses, and provide a
benchmark for patterns that might be expected in the absence
of species interactions (Gothe et al. 2013). Previous studies
have applied null models to examine the phylogenetic structure of the bacterial community (Langenheder et al. 2017;
Mykra et al. 2016; Pigot and Etienne 2015; Wang et al.
2012), as phylogenetic relatedness could affect community
assembly via functional traits (Gotelli 2000; Webb 2000b).
The application of null models is based on the fact that cooccurring species can be more closely (clustered) or distantly (overdispersed) related than expected by chance, and
may further indicate the importance of trait-based assembly
mechanisms in promoting (e.g., environmental filtering) or
inhibiting (e.g., competition) coexistence amongst closely
related and ecologically similar species (Pigot and Etienne
2015; Webb et al. 2002).
Here, we investigated the spatial patterns of bacterial
communities in streams around Qiandao Lake in China.
Specifically, we examined bacterial taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity and explored their relationships with abiotic and biotic variables by including macroinvertebrates,
total cover of periphyton and submerged macrophytes. The
main aims were as follows: first, we explored the correlations between taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity such as
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alpha and beta diversity; second, we investigated the effects
of abiotic and biotic variables on alpha and beta diversity at
the taxonomic and phylogenetic levels, and further evaluated
the relative importance of abiotic, biotic, and spatial variables in explaining the variation of these diversity metrics.
We hypothesized that the macroinvertebrate community
will explain variation in the bacterial community, because
macroinvertebrate could increase the substrate utilization of
bacteria in the processing of detritus.

Materials and methods
Field sampling
Between 28 May and 04 June 2013, stream biofilm and
benthic macroinvertebrates were sampled in 24 streams
around Qiandao Lake, Zhejiang Province, China (Fig. 1).
Each study site was divided into five or ten cross-sections,
depending on the stream width. Ten stones were selected
randomly from riffle/run habitats along these sections, and
biofilm was scraped off the stones for subsamples from a
predefined area (9 cm2) using a sterilized sponge (for bacteria). The subsamples were subsequently pooled into a composite sample from each site. The samples were frozen at
− 18 °C immediately after sampling in the field. Macroinvertebrates were sampled by taking five 0.1-m2 Surber samples
(500-µm mesh) from random locations from riffle/run habitats. These samples were pooled at each site and stored in
70% ethanol in the field. We also obtained the stream water
samples and 0.45-μm filtered water samples, and preserved
them at − 18 °C until the chemical analyses were conducted
(Wang et al. 2011).

Abiotic and biotic variables: in the field
Several environmental characteristics that are important for
stream organisms were measured at each site. The latitude,
longitude and altitude of the sampling sites were logged
using a GPS unit. Overhead canopy cover (OHC) was measured at 20 locations at equidistant points along the study
reach from the center of the stream. Depth, current velocity
and wetted width were measured at five equidistant points
along the thalweg of each study reach. Substrate size composition was assessed using the ‘Wolman Walk’ method,
by selecting and measuring (beta axis) 100 stones at 1-m
intervals 45° to the stream bank in a zigzag manner (Wolman 1954) and grouping into Wentworth scale size classes
(Wentworth 1922). The percentage of these classes was then
converted into a single substrate size index (SI) by summing
their midpoint values weighted by their proportion (bedrock was assigned a nominal value of 400 mm for use in the
calculation) (Quinn and Hickey 1990). Water conductivity,
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Fig. 1  Map of Qiandao Lake
(Zhejiang Province, China) with
the sampling sites indicated

pH, temperature and total dissolved solids (TDS) were spotmeasured at each site using a YSI Professional Plus Multiparameter Meter (YSI Inc., Ohio, USA). Pfankuch Stability
Index was used as an indicator of channel stability (Region
and Pfankuch 1975). The bottom component of the Pfankuch
Stability Index was used in particular to indicate stream bed
stability, which is considered most relevant to benthic communities (Schwendel et al. 2012).
Periphyton biomass was assessed from measures of chlorophyll a taken from five randomly chosen stones in riffles at
each site. These were then transported in the dark and on ice
prior to being frozen. Chlorophyll a was extracted by using
90% acetone at 5 °C for 24 h in the dark. Absorbances were
then read at 750, 665 and 664 nm on a spectrophotometer.
These absorbance values were then converted to pigment
concentration by following Steinman et al. (2017), corrected
for stone surface area using the method of Graham et al.
(1988), and halved because only the upper stone surface is
available for periphyton growth.
The percentage of periphyton cover was visually assessed
and broken into four categories following Tonkin et al.
(2014). Assessment was along ten transects of equidistant
spacing along the sampling reach. Categories of periphyton

cover assessed were: absent, thin film (< 0.5 mm), mat
(0.5–5 mm), sludge, cyanobacteria, and green filamentous
and other filamentous algae, as well as bryophyte and macrophyte cover. Along these transects we also calculated
visually the percentage of CPOM (> 1 mm) cover and fine
sediment (< 2 mm) cover in the following two categories:
total fine sediment cover, and fine sediment cover on substrate < 2 mm thick. The percentage of debris jams was visually assessed along the full sampling reach.

Abiotic variables and biotic attributes: laboratory
processing
We obtained abiotic variables for several important local
habitat factors for stream macroinvertebrate communities in
the laboratory. We measured ammonium ( NH4+–N), nitrate
(NO3−–N), nitrite (NO2−–N), and phosphate (PO4−–P) using
a continuous flow analyser (Skalar SA 1000, Breda, The
Netherlands). Total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP)
were analysed by peroxydisulphate oxidation and the spectrophotometric method (Association et al. 1915).
For biotic attributes, we used the following biotic attributes as predictor variables for bacterial communities:
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chlorophyll a of periphyton biomass, species richness of
macroinvertebrates, total cover of periphyton, and submerged macrophytes. Post-sampling, macroinvertebrates
were sorted and identified to the lowest possible taxonomic
level in the laboratory using the standard keys (usually genus
or species, but certain difficult-to-identify species, such as
chironomid midges, were left at higher taxonomic levels),
following Morse et al. (1994). We recorded the number of
individuals for each taxa at each site. Further, we calculated
the species richness and obtained the first two axes of principal coordinates analysis of the community structure (that
is, inv.pcoa1 and inv.pcoa2) using the pcoa function in R (R
Core Team 2018) as biotic variables.

core reference alignment V.201308 (DeSantis et al. 2006)
using PyNAST (Caporaso et al. 2009).
Sequences that were longer than 200 bp were denoised
with the Denoiser algorithm (Reeder and Knight 2010) and
clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97%
similarity level with the seed-based UCLUST algorithm
(Edgar 2010). The taxonomic identity of each representative
sequence was determined using the RDP Classifier (Wang
et al. 2007), and the chloroplast and archaeal sequences
were removed. Each sample was rarefied to 13,000 sequence
reads using the ‘rrarefy’ function in the VEGAN package
(Oksanen et al. 2013) in R. The sequences were deposited
in MG-RAST database under the accession number 90910.

Bacterial community analysis

Statistical analyses

DNA was extracted from freeze-dried biofilm material
using a PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit (MOBIO Laboratories). The quality of DNA extractions were assessed based
on the absorbance ratios of 260/280 nm above 1.8, whereas
DNA concentrations were require to be larger than 10 ng/
uL. Bacterial 16S rRNA genes were amplified in triplicate using bacterial universal primers [515F, 5′-GTGCCA
GCMGCCG
 CGG
 TAA-3′ and 806R, 5′-GGAC
 TAC
 HVGGG
TWTCTAAT-3′] targeting the V4 region. Spacers of different lengths (0–7 bases) were added between the sequencing
primer and the target gene primer in each of the 8 forward
and reverse primer sets. To ensure that the total length of
the amplified sequences did not vary with the primer set
used, the forward and reverse primers were used in a complementary fashion so that all of the extended primer sets
had exactly 7 extra bases as the spacer for sequencing phase
shift. Barcodes were added to the reverse primer between
the sequencing primer and the adaptor (Wang et al. 2017).
Positive PCR products were confirmed by agarose gel
electrophoresis. PCR products from triplicate reactions
were combined and quantified with PicoGreen (Eugene,
OR, USA). PCR products from samples to be sequenced
in the same MiSeq run were pooled at equal molality to
maximize the even-sequencing efforts for all samples. The
pooled mixtures were purified with a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN Sciences, Germantown, MD, USA) and
requantified with PicoGreen. Sample libraries for sequencing were prepared according to the MiSeq Reagent Kit
Preparation Guide (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). The
sequencing databases were generated by Illumina MiSeq
PE250 platform.
Sequences were analysed using Quantitative Insights
Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME) pipeline version 1.8.0
(Caporaso et al. 2010). Chimaeras were removed with
Uchime against the ChimeraSlayer reference database in
the Broad Microbiome Utilities, representative sequences
from each OTU were aligned to the Greengenes imputed

We considered both observed taxonomic and phylogenetic
dimensions for bacterial diversity and composition.
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1) For alpha diversity, we used species richness and Faith’s
phylogenetic diversity [PD, (Faith 1992)]. Species richness is the number of different species in a sample and
Faith’s PD is the sum of total phylogenetic length of
OTUs in each sample. To break down the association
between species phylogeny and co-occurrence (Hardy
2008), we computed the standardized effect size of PD
(ses.PD) by comparing the observed PD value from the
mean of the null distribution (999 null iterations) based
on random shuffling of OTU labels across the phylogenetic tips. Negative ses.PD values and low quantiles
(P < 0.05) indicate that co-occurring species are more
closely related than expected by chance (clustering),
whereas positive values and high quantiles (P > 0.95)
indicate that the co-occurring species are less closely
related than expected by chance (overdispersion) (Webb
2000a).
	  We used linear models to explore the relationship
between species richness and PD or ses.PD. and Pearson
correlations to explore the relationships between species
richness, PD or ses.PD and environmental variables.
2) For community composition, observed taxonomic beta
diversity was determined using Sorensen dissimilarity
indices based on OTU occurrence between a given pair
of samples. The observed phylogenetic beta diversity
was determined by unweighted Unifrac (Lozupone and
Knight 2005). The Sorensen index is a taxonomy-based
approach that assesses community differences at a single level of taxonomic resolution by defining OTUs at
97% similarity. The phylogeny-based Unifrac index
measures the overall degree of phylogenetic divergence
between sets of communities, which allows the comparison of community phylogenies in a more integrated
manner than the taxonomy-based approaches (Lozupone
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and Knight 2005). Further, to break down the association between species phylogeny and co-occurrence, the
standardized effect size of phylogenetic beta diversity
(ses.Unifrac) was computed as the number of standard
deviations by which observed Unifrac departed from the
mean of the null distribution (999 null iterations) based
on random shuffling of OTU labels across the tips of
phylogeny (Fine and Kembel 2011; Hardy 2008).
	  We used a distance-based approach (Martiny et al.
2006) akin to distance-decay analysis in which community dissimilarity is related to spatial, abiotic or biotic
distance among sampled communities. The distancedecay relationship was analysed for the Sorensen, Unifrac or ses.Unifrac beta diversity metrics using a Gaussian generalized linear model, and the significance was
determined using Mantel tests (Pearson’s correlation)
on 999 permutations. We further used distance-based
redundancy analysis (db-RDA) (Legendre and Anderson
1999) to explore the environmental variables that were
important in explaining Sorensen, Unifrac and ses.Unifrac. Environmental distance was measured as Euclidean
distance using all environmental variables standardized
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.
For spatial variables, principal coordinates of neighborhood matrices [pcnm, (Borcard and Legendre 2002)]
were used to represent original spatial distance matrices
as sets of orthogonal eigenvectors (Langenheder et al.
2017).
3) We grouped the explanatory variables into three components: abiotic, biotic and spatial. Variation in alpha
diversity and beta diversity was partitioned among
the three components using linear models (Anderson
and Cribble 1998; Borcard et al. 1992). By generating
models with the three sets of explanatory variables, we
estimated the proportions of variation in bacterial diversity explained by the pure effects of spatial, abiotic and
biotic variables and by the intersections of these three
components (Langenheder et al. 2017).
The above analyses were conducted in the R environment
with the packages vegan V2.3–3 (Oksanen et al. 2013), and
picante V1.2–0 (Kembel 2009).

Results
i. Physical and chemical properties of study sites
		  For the chemical factors, there was a relatively large
range of nutrient concentrations in streams water, such
as TN ranging from 0.058 to 10.279 mg L−1 and TP
from 0.007 to 0.599 mg L−1. For physical factors,
water temperatures ranged from 16.1 to 23.5 °C and
electrical conductivity fluctuated between 12.3 and
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142.5 µS cm−1. The Pfankuch Stability Index, which
is considered most relevant to benthic communities,
varied widely across sampled streams, ranging from
51 to 101. For a summary of site characteristics see
Supplementary Table S1.
ii. Bacterial community composition
		  A total of 913,071 reads were obtained from the 24
samples. Each sample contained 13,632–77,537 reads.
Most stream samples around Qiandao Lake were dominated by three major bacterial phyla: Proteobacteria,
Cyanobacteria, Bacteroidetes (Fig. S1). Proteobacteria and Cyanobacteria represented the majority of the
community compositions of all streams except for one
site QD08, which was dominated by Proteobacteria,
Cyanobacteria and Verrucomicrobia. Nevertheless,
the relative abundance of Proteobacteria was particularly high in QD16, and low in QD07 and QD08.
		  Species richness showed a significant correlation
with PD (r = 0.91, P < 0.01; Fig. 2a) but not with phylogenetic structure (ses.PD; r = 0.045, P > 0.05; Fig. 2b).
For community composition, there were also significant correlations between the taxonomic (Sorensen) and
observed phylogenetic beta diversity (Unifrac) (Mantel
r = 0.64, P < 0.01; Fig. 2c), but there was no correlation with the standardized effect size of Unifrac (ses.
Unifrac) (Mantel r = 0.019, P > 0.05; Fig. 2d).
iii. Explanatory power of abiotic factors
		  Species richness and PD showed significant
(P < 0.05) positive relationships with physical variables (Fig. 3a, b). Among the abiotic explanatory variables, CPOM showed the highest positive correlations
with species richness and PD. In contrast to PD, species richness was highly correlated with other chemical factors, such as TN and NH4+.
		  The db-RDA analyses showed that both Sorenson,
Unifrac and ses.Unifrac were correlated with pH and
Pfankuch index (Fig. 4). The Sorenson index was correlated with other abiotic variables such as fine sediment layer (on stones < 2 mm thick) and fine sediment
cover. The variation explained was the highest for ses.
Unifrac, at 57.8%, followed by 43.5% for Sorensen
dissimilarity and 27.1% for Unifrac.
		  We further applied variation partitioning to examine
the relative importance of abiotic variables to bacterial diversity and community composition. For species
richness and PD, the pure effects of abiotic components were dominant, with explained variation percentages of 34.5% and 41.5%, respectively (Fig. 5a, b).
For community composition, abiotic variables showed
pure effects on Sorenson and Unifrac, with explained
variation percentages of 8.2% and 12.2%, respectively
(Fig. 5d, e).
iv. Explanatory power of biotic factors
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Fig. 2  Correlation of alpha and
beta diversity among taxonomic
and phylogenetic metrics. a
Relationship between species
richness and observed phylogenetic alpha diversity (PD). b
Relationship between species
richness and standardized effect
size of phylogenetic alpha diversity (ses.PD). c Relationship
between taxonomic beta diversity (Sorensen) and observed
phylogenetic beta diversity
(Unifrac). d Relationship
between taxonomic beta diversity (Sorensen) and standardized
effect size of phylogenetic beta
diversity (ses.Unifrac)

Species richness and PD were showed negatively correlated with biotic variables (Fig. 3a, b) such as invertebrate community composition (inv.pcoa2) and total cover
of periphyton. Among these biotic explanatory variables,
inv.pcoa2 showed the highest negative correlations with
species richness and PD. Phylogenetic structure ses.PD was
negative, indicating strong phylogenetic clustering, and only
showed a significant (P < 0.05) negative correlation with one
biotic variable: the species richness of macroinvertebrates
(Fig. 3c).
The db-RDA analyses showed that biotic variables
such as total cover of periphyton had substantial effects
on both Sorenson, Unifrac and ses.Unifrac (Fig. 4). The
Unifrac and ses.Unifrac was correlated with other biotic
variables such as macroinvertebrate community structure
and chl.a, respectively. When spatial, abiotic, or biotic distances were considered, they showed significant relationships (P < 0.01) for Sorensen and Unifrac, but not for ses.
Unifrac (Fig. S2).
We further applied variation partitioning to examine the
relative importance of biotic variables to bacterial diversity
and community composition. The percent of variation in species richness explained by biotic variables was 2.5%, which
was lower than that explained by PD (Fig. 5a, b). For community composition, biotic variables showed pure effects
on Unifrac (Fig. 5e), but not Sorensen (Fig. 5d). When the
standardized effect sizes of PD and Unifrac were considered, we found that biotic components were the main drivers, showing pure effects of 19.4% and 18.9%, respectively
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(Fig. 5c), while spatial variables could also explain 4.1% of
the variation in ses.Unifrac (Fig. 5f).

Discussion
Species richness and PD were generally highly correlated,
which is consistent with previous reports (e.g., Wang et al.
2012). When the phylogenetic independency of species
was considered, however, there was no correlation between
species richness and ses.PD or between Sorensen and ses.
Unifrac after the phylogenetic null models were applied to
alpha and beta diversity. Abiotic variables showed a dominant influence on both observed alpha and beta diversity
within taxonomic and phylogenetic contexts. Interestingly,
biotic variables were important for both diversity and community composition at taxonomic and observed phylogenetic
levels but showed dominant roles in explaining standardized
effect size of phylogenetic diversity.
Taxonomic data indicated Proteobacteria was the most
abundant phylum followed by Cyanobacteria and Bacteroidetes. Similar to our study, at the bacterial phylum level,
Proteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria dominate epilithic bacterial communities in
the streams located along the main chain of the Austrian
Alps (Wilhelm et al. 2014). In Boulder Creek watershed,
the stream bacterioplankton communities were, on average, dominated by a relatively limited number of bacterial
phyla, including Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes (Portillo
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3  Pearson correlation analyses of the relationships among alpha
diversity and abiotic and biotic factors. Filled circles represent significant variables (P < 0.05). These alpha diversity metrics are a species richness, b observed phylogenetic alpha diversity (PD), and c
standardized effect size of phylogenetic alpha diversity (ses.Unifrac).
CPOM coarse particulate organic matter, TDS total dissolved solids,
Sand.fine the ratio of sand to fine particles, SI substratum particle

size, OHC Overhead canopy cover, Fine.sedi.stones fine sediment
layer (on stones < 2 mm thick), Fine.sedi.cover fine sediment cover,
Total cover total cover of periphyton, Chl.a chlorophyll a of periphyton biomass, Inv.observed species richness of macroinvertebrates, Inv.
pcoa1, inv.pcoa2 the first two axes of principal coordinate analysis
for macroinvertebrates
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4  Ordination plots of the relationships between beta diversity
and abiotic and biotic factors based on distance-based redundancy
analysis (db-RDA). These beta diversity metrics are a taxonomic beta
diversity (Sorensen), b observed phylogenetic beta diversity (Unifrac)
and c standardized effect size of phylogenetic beta diversity (ses.Unifrac). Pfankuch Pfankuch index, Total cover total cover of periphyton,

B*A

B
B*S

B*A
*S A*S

A

2.5

16.8

41.5

Fine.sedi.stones fine sediment layer (on stones < 2 mm thick), Fine.
sedi.cover fine sediment cover, Inv.pcoa2 the second axes of principal coordinate analysis for macroinvertebrates, Chl.a chlorophyll a of
periphyton biomass, PCNM1, PCNM8 the first and eighth pcnm vector of principal coordinates of neighbourhood matrices analysis for
spatial variables

6.2

3.8

12.8

3.6

1.3

S
Unexplained

18.8

34.5

19.4

4

3.3

2.3

(a)

26.5

11.9
2.1

11.8

(b)
8.2

0.9

27.4

4.1
0.8

23.3

12.2

(c)

80.6

18.9

9

2.2
4.1

1.3

(d)

61.8

(e)

78.2

(f)

78.5

Fig. 5  The relative importance of biotic (B), abiotic (A) and spatial
(S) variables in explaining alpha and beta diversity within taxonomic
and phylogenetic contexts. The top-left panel is the general outline.
The pure variation explained by each factor is represented by the
edges of the triangle. The sides and middle of the triangles indicate
the percentages of variation explained by interactions of two or all
factors, respectively. a Species richness, b observed phylogenetic

alpha diversity (PD), c standardized effect size of phylogenetic alpha
diversity (ses.PD), d taxonomic beta diversity (Sorensen), e observed
phylogenetic beta diversity (Unifrac), f standardized effect size of
phylogenetic beta diversity (ses.Unifrac). Statistical significance
was determined according to a Monte Carlo permutation test (9999,
P < 0.01)

et al. 2012). In Miers Stream, bacterial assemblages are
dominated by Cyanobacteria, which comprised 47–79%
of OTU abundances (Stanish et al. 2013). While in Mina
Stream, most bacterial OTUs were affiliated with two phyla:

Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes (Costa et al. 2015). These
results collectively indicate that the above phyla typically
dominate bacterial communities in stream environments.
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We found high correlations between taxonomic and
observed phylogenetic diversity at both alpha (species richness and PD) and beta (Sorensen and Unifrac) levels. Similar abiotic and biotic variables were observed to correlate
with species richness and PD. This result is not surprising,
because taxonomic and observed phylogenetic diversity are
typically related (Morlon et al. 2011). Such high correlations may indicate that taxonomic and observed phylogenetic
levels respond to similar gradients in the environment. This
is supported by the fact that there were several common
environmental variables that were identified to be correlated
with alpha (pH, CPOM, total cover of periphyton and species richness of macroinvertebrates) and beta (pH, Pfankuch
index and total cover of periphyton) diversity between taxonomic and phylogenetic metrics.
Abiotic variables related to both alpha and beta diversity
at the taxonomic and phylogenetic levels included water
chemistry and habitat factors. Total nitrogen and nitrogen
oxide (NOx) were the most influential water chemistry
variables for PD, while habitat factors, such as CPOM and
Pfankuch index, were more important for both richness and
PD, and pH showed a significant correlation for all three
beta diversity metrics. This result supports the notion that
stream ecosystems and their communities are under strong
abiotic control (Heino et al. 2014). Similar to our findings,
previous studies also showed that among the water chemistry
variables, pH was the most influential variable for bacteria
community structure, while habitat factors were of minor
importance (Heino et al. 2014; Lear et al. 2009). Water temperature and conductivity were significantly correlated with
the bacterial communities in plateau freshwater lakes (Liu
et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2019). Nutrients such as TN could
limit bacterial biomass, as TN showed a significantly negative correlation with bacterial diversity (Carr et al. 2010)
whereas the increases in coarse particulate organic matter
could enhance bacterial biomass (Artigas et al. 2009; Gulis
et al. 2004; Gulis and Suberkropp 2003).
We found that biotic variables such as macroinvertebrate
species richness and total cover of periphyton, were also
important in accounting for the bacterial alpha and beta
diversity within taxonomic and observed phylogenetic contexts. Previous studies found that PD of bacteria was positively related to algal biomass and macroinvertebrate richness (Langenheder et al. 2017), which is consistent with our
findings. The effects of biotic variables on bacterial communities were further supported by the standardized effect size
of phylogenetic metrics when we used null model to break
down the association between species phylogeny and cooccurrence. Biotic interactions are clearly capable of influencing species distributions, as biotic variables have been
demonstrated to influence species distributions and realized
assemblages of species across all spatial extents (Alofs and
Jackson 2015; Wang and Jackson 2011; Wisz et al. 2013b)
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For example, the organic substrates released by periphyton
are often highly available and readily used by bacteria (Wagner et al. 2014), suggesting that the dependence of consumers on producers could be important in determining species
diversity and community (Wisz et al. 2013a). However, the
extent to which biotic interactions structure species distributions relative to abiotic drivers remains uncertain, and
inferring interactions from co-occurrence data is highly
problematic, so caution is required when interpreting such
patterns (Blanchet et al. 2020).
Specifically, we would like to highlight that the species
richness and community compositions of macroinvertebrates
had significant correlations with bacterial diversity and community composition. Both macroinvertebrates and bacteria
play a key role in the processing of detritus, and macroinvertebrates could enhance bacterial activity and detritus processing (Vandebund et al. 1994; Wieltschnig et al. 2008),
thereby increasing the utilization of bacteria by the substrate.
Detrital organic matter is a key energy source in stream ecosystems that are dominated by leaf litter (Marcarelli et al.
2011). Litter decomposition can affect bacteria richness and
community composition due to the substrate preferences of
bacteria and the availability of energy and nutrients (Moragomez et al. 2016). Moreover, bacterial community structure
could be strongly affected by macroinvertebrate bioturbation
and feeding traits. For example, up to 50% of the bacterial
community originated from the macroinvertebrates, suggesting that bacteria introduced by macroinvertebrates strongly
affected bacterial community structure (Hunting et al. 2012).
Furthermore, abiotic and other biotic variables affect the
bacterial community via an indirect pathway through macroinvertebrates. For example, CPOM could provide food
for leaf shredding macroinvertebrates, and the taxonomic
composition and abundance of macroinvertebrates are influenced by substrate type and food, such as periphyton biomass (Mieczan et al. 2018).

Conclusions
Taken together, both alpha and beta diversity could be substantially explained by abiotic and biotic variables within
both taxonomic and phylogenetic contexts. Furthermore,
we used null model to break down the association between
species phylogeny and co-occurrence and found that biotic
variables showed dominant effects on both ses.PD and ses.
Unifrac. Such results add weight to the notion that biotic variables play important roles in influencing the spatial structuring of bacterial communities. Although the explained
variation in phylogenetic diversity and community was still
relatively limited, we found important biotic variables for
bacterial communities, including macroinvertebrates, total
cover of periphyton and submerged macrophytes. Our results
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contribute to the evidence highlighting the importance of the
potential role of biological interactions in streams. Further
studies are encouraged to explore the importance of biotic
variables among different community assembly processes
along environmental gradients.
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